Word Study Method

5 steps

1. **LOOK AND SAY** - teacher provides word card, iPad model (1 per page) or words on paper written in preferred color.

   Work with one word at a time. (use 1 quarter sheet or fold the full sheet into quarters exposing one word to study at a time)

   Student is coached to look at word, say the word, say the letters.

2. Student **COVERS** the model word. (with his hand or card)

3. Student **WRITES** the word from memory -on paper/iPad - right below the model

4. Student **CHECKS** his spelling by uncovering model word. (Important that his written product is directly below the model and that he does the checking.)

5. If correct - **CHEER** - repeat all word study steps for next word

   If incorrect - remove incorrect spelling immediately and start again on step one

Do as many words as visual battery permits.
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